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SUPPOSE M c R” is a smooth compact submanifold of Euclidean space. In [6], Nash 
conjectured that there is an algebraic set X c R” and a union of components X’ of X which 
is isotopic to M. This was proven in [l]. But then the question arises, whether we can take 
X’ = X, i.e., whether M is isotopic in R” to a nonsingular algebraic set. A proof of this was 
presented in [9] which unfortunately had a number of gaps which we detailed in [ 11. So this 
stronger Nash conjecture still remains open. This paper addresses this problem. We show 
that, as usual in this subject, if something is cobordant to an algebraic situation then it is 
isomorphic to an algebraic situation. As it turns out, our results apply equally well to 
immersed submanifolds so we state and prove our results in this context. 
Before stating our results we must make some definitions. Let X be a real algebraic set. 
We say x is an almost nonsingular point of X if a neighborhood of x in X is a union of 
analytic manifolds with dimension equal to the dimension of X and furthermore, the 
complexifications of these analytic manifolds form a neighborhood of x in the algebraic 
complexification Xo of X. Thus all nonsingular points are almost nonsingular. Further- 
more, if X is normal and almost nonsingular at x then x is a nonsingular point of X. This is 
because normality implies there is only one analytic branch at x. We say X is almost 
nonsingular if it is almost nonsingular at all of its points. Thus if we have an algebraic set 
which is the image of an immersion, the strongest nonsingularity condition we can impose is 
to ask that it be almost nonsingular. 
We say an immersion f: M + N is degree one if there is an open dense subset U of M so 
that flu is an imbedding. The idea is that we wish to exclude immersions which are the 
composition of a covering projection and an immersion. Of course any immersion with 
dim(M) < dim(N) may be approximated by a degree one immersion. 
We say two immersions f and f’ are a-regularly homotopic if there is a small homotopy 
off to f’ through immersions. 
The notion of immersion cobordism was defined in [lo]. We say that two immersions 
fi: Mi -+ N, i = 0, 1 are immersion cobordant if there is a compact smooth manifold Wand a 
proper immersion g: W -+ N x [0, l] so that 13 W = M, u M, and g(x) = (f;:(x), i) for x E Mi, 
i = 0, 1. The properness of g means that g-l(N x (0, l}) = 8 W and g is transverse to 
N x (0, l}. 
Note that immersion cobordism classes of immersions to N form a semigroup, the 
operation being union. They form a group if N = R”, since inverses are obtained by 
reflection through a hyperplane. A null cobordism is obtained by revolution around this 
hyperplane. 
tBoth authors supported in part by N.S.F. grants. 
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In [lo], this group was shown to be n,(SZ”E”MO(k)) for immersions of smooth 
compact II - k dimensional manifolds to R”, where MO(k) is the Thorn space of the 
universal Rk bundle and R”C” is the infinite loop-suspension. We let xfg(C2mCmMO(k)) 
denote the subgroup of x,(W’Z”MO(k)) generated by degree one immersions onto 
codimension k almost nonsingular algebraic subsets of R”. 
We may now state our main theorem precisely. 
THEOREM 1. Let f: M + IF’ be a smooth immersion of a smooth closed man$old M. Then f 
is E-regularly homotopic to an immersion onto an almost nonsingular real algebraic subset of 
KY’ ij-and only iff is immersion cobordant to a degree one immersion onto an almost nonsingular 
real algebraic set in R”. 
COROLLARY 2. A codimension k immersion f: M + KY’ is E-regularly homotopic to an 
immersion onto an almost nonsingular real algebraic set in R” if and only if its immersion 
cobordism class is in xif9(C2” Em MO(k)). 
There are some useful algebraic conditions which imply that an immersed cobordism 
class lies in x;‘~(Q~ C” MO(k)). For example the image of the suspension map followed the 
natural inclusion 
q-,(MO(k - l))+ n,(MO(k)) -+ z,,(SZ”C”MO(k)) 
is contained in x;‘g(n30EmMO(k)). This means that if an immersed (or imbedded) sub- 
manifold of [w” deforms through an immersed cobordism onto an imbedded submanifold of 
[wn-l, then it can be isotoped to an almost nonsingular (nonsingular in the imbedded case) 
algebraic subset of IR”. This is because by [l] every closed smooth submanifold of R”-’ can 
be E-isotoped to a nonsingular algebraic subset of R”. Corollary 2 also implies a solution of 
the Nash conjecture, that is any closed smooth submanifold of IF!” is isotopic to a 
nonsingular component of an algebraic subset of R” Cl]. Theorem 1 has a number of 
consequences which we will explore in forthcoming papers 
It is worthwhile pointing out the consequences of Theorem 1 for imbeddings. If M c R” 
is a smooth codimension k submanifold, then it gives rise to an element ME x,(MO(k)) 
via the Thorn map. Its immersion cobordism class is just I%(M) where 
&n,(MO(k)) + n,(!2mEmMO(k)) 
is the natural map. Thus if 7fg(MO(k)) is the subgroup 8- ’ (nf”(W C” MO(k))) we have: 
COROLLARY 3. If M c IR” is a smooth codimension k submanifold, then M is isotopic to a 
nonsingular real algebraic subset of R” if and only if T(M) E ni’“( MO (k)). 
We will now sketch a proof of Theorem 1. Suppose f is immersion cobordant to a 
degree one immersion onto an almost nonsingular real algebraic set Q. The immersion to Q 
must be the normalization h: P -+ Q of Q, (P is nonsingular). Let ~:[w” -+ R” be reflection 
through a hyperplane. Then [f] + [xh] is zero in the immersion cobordism group. So 
there is a null cobordism of f u nh, i.e., a proper immersion g’: v’ -+ R” x [O, l] so that 
JV’ = M u P and g’lM = f and g’lP = xh. Double this immersion, obtaining an immersion 
g: I/+ R” x R with g(V) n R” x 0 = f (M) u n(Q). (See Fig. 1.) By Lemma 10 (a relative 
version of the proof of Lemma 6 of [ 11) we may assume V is the nonsingular points of a real 
algebraic set Z, g is a polynomial and the complexification of g composed with projection 
C” x @ + C” is a finite map. By Lemma 9 (a relative version of Theorem 8 of [ 11) we are able 
to assume that gEl(rW” x 0) = Mu P. Hence g(M) u g(P) = g(M) u x(Q) is an almost 
nonsingular real algebraic set and consequently g(M) is an almost nonsingular real 
algebraic set. But g: M + R” is &-regularly homotopic to f: 
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Fig. 1. The immersion 9. 
ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY PRELIMINARIES 
We have need of a number of notions from algebraic geometry. Many of them are 
ordinarily used only for irreducible algebraic sets over algebraically closed fields, so we will 
make explicit their obvious extensions to the real or reducible case. Our standard algebraic 
geometry reference is [S]. 
We say that a complex algebraic set 2 c @” is defined over R if it is the set of zeroes of 
polynomials with real coefficients. Equivalently, it is invariant under complex conjugation, 
Z = 2. Likewise, if Z and V are defined over R then a rational function f: Z - V -+ Ck is 
defined over [w if it is locally given as the quotient of polynomials with real coefficients. 
Equivalently it is equivariant, f(z) = f(F). 
If, X c R” is a real algebraic set then Xc c @” is its algebraic complexification, the 
smallest algebraic set containing X. We use without reference many properties of the 
complexification shown in [12]. If X c C” is a complex algebraic set then we denote 
Xn = X n R”, a real algebraic set. We have similar local analytic notions also. Thus if X is a 
germ of a real analytic set, its analytic complexification Xcon is the germ of a subset of C”, 
namely the intersection of all complex analytic set germs containing X. If X is the germ of a 
real algebraic set then clearly X can is contained in the germ of Xc. 
We say a rational function f from X to Y is a birational equivalence if there is a one to 
one correspondence between the irreducible components of X and Y so that f restricts to a 
birational isomorphism (in the sense of [S]) from each irreducible component of X to its 
corresponding irreducible component in Y. 
Let f: Y - V + X be a rational function. Then we say that f is dominating if for every 
irreducible component Y’ of Y, either Y’ c V or f( Y’ - V) is Zariski dense in some 
irreducible component of X. This implies that if W c X contains no irreducible compon- 
ents of X then f -‘( IV) u I’ contains no irreducible components of Y which were not 
already contained in I’. Dominating rational functions have the following easily proven 
unique lifting property. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose f: Y - V + X is a dominating rational function, and g:Z + X is a 
birational equivalence and hi: Y - V + Z, i = 0, 1 are rationalfunctions so that ghi =f: Then 
ho = h,. 
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We say that an algebraic set Y is normal at y if exactly one irreducible component Y’ of 
Y contains y and Y’ is normal at y. If V c Y is an algebraic set we say that Y - V is normal 
if Y is normal at all points of Y - I/. 
We have need of a construction from algebraic geometry called the normalization. Let 
X c C” be a complex algebraic set. Suppose X = u Xi is the irreducible decomposition of 
X. Let Bi:Zi -+ Xi be the normalizations of the irreducible algebraic sets Xi, c.f. [8]. Then 
the normalization of X is 8:Z + X where Z is the disjoint union Z = u Zi and 81zi = 8i. 
The following Lemma gives several useful properties of the normalization. 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a complex algebraic set and let 6’:Z + X be its normalization. Then: 
(a) Z is a normal afine algebraic set, dime(X) = dima: and Z is locally analytically 
irreducible. 
(b) 8 is a proper map (i.e. 8- ’ (compactum) is a compactum) and 8 hasjinitejibers. In fact 0 
is a jnite map in the sense of algebraic geometry. Also, 0 is a birational equivalence. 
(c) If X is defined over R then: 
(i) Z and 8 are dejined over R. 
(ii) If(X,), = X then (Z& = Z. 
(iii) Zfthe germ (X,),.. is the germ ofX at all points ofX, (for example ifX = (X& 
and XR is almost nonsingular) then 8 -I (X,) = ZR. 
(iv) Zf XR is almost nonsingular then ZR is nonsingular. Furthermore, iff: M + R” is a 
proper C” degree one immersion with f (M) = XR then there is a unique di,g^eomor- 
phism h: M + Zw so that Bh =f: 
(d) Suppose f: Y - V + X is a dominating rational function and Y - V is normal, for 
example if V I Sing(Y). Then there is a unique rationalfunction g: Y - V -+ Z so that Og = jI 
Furthermore, if Y, V and X are dejined over Iw then g is defined over R. 
Proof: This is all fairly standard knowledge except possibly for conclusions c-(iii) and c- 
(iv) which we prove explicitly. Since 6 is a birational equivalence on each irreducible 
component, we may pick a nowhere dense algebraic subset W c X and a rational function 
p: X - W + Z so that 0 0 p is the inclusion X - WG X. 
Let us first prove c-(iii). We may as well suppose X is irreducible. In general &‘(X,) is 
strictly bigger than ZR. For instance, let X = {(x,y)~@*ly* = x3 -x2}. Then Z 
= {(x, Y, U)EC31Y = ux, u2 = x - l} but (0, 0, G)E 0- ‘(X,). However, suppose the 
germ of X at each point of XR is the analytic complexification of XR. If XEXR - 
Cl(Nonsing(XR)) then the germ of X R at x is the germ of Sing(XR) so its analytic 
complexification has dimension smaller than that of X. This is a contradiction since the 
local dimension of the complex algebraic set X is constant. Consequently, Nonsing is 
dense in XW. Then since dim( W,) 5 dimc( w) < dime(X) = dim(X& we know XR - W 
must be dense in Xw. So pick x E XR and z E t?- l(x). Take a germ U of Z at z. Now dime(X) 
= dimc( U), U is analytically irreducible and 0 is finite so Q(U) is an analytically irreducible 
component of X at x. We must have (f?(U),),.. = e(U), otherwise we would not have 
(X&.. = X as germs at x. So t9( U), - W is dense in 0(U), and thus zE Cl(p(e( U), - W)) 
which is contained in ZR since p is defined over R. 
Let us now prove c-iv. We must have h restricted to M -f - ‘( W) is PJ Now 
dim(M) > dim( W,) so f-‘(W) is nowhere dense in M. We claim pf extends to a 
diffeomorphism h. Since nowhere density implies this extension is unique, we only need 
to show this locally. 
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So pick any x E M and pick a small open neighborhood U of x in M which is imbedded 
by f: By Lemma 6 below, the germ A off(U) at f( x is analytic and irreducible. Let A’ c X ) 
represent the germ of the complexification Ac of A. We may as well assume f(U) = A’ n R” 
and Cl(A’) is compact. By finiteness of 8 we know that 8- ’ (Cl(A’)) is compact, and hence 
pJA, _ w is bounded. Hence p extends to an analytic function $:A’ + Z by, say [l l] or [4]. 
Note $(A’) is an analytic manifold (since $ has inverse (3). By local analytic irreducibility of 
Z, we then know that $(A’) is an open subset of Z. In fact $(A) c Nonsing since $(A’) 
is an analytic manifold. Since p(f(U) - w) c Zn we know that p’(f(U)) c Zn. So pf 
extends to p’f defined on all of U and p’f( U) c Nonsing( 
We now have a smooth local diffeomorphism h: M + Nonsing so that Bh =fand h 
restricted to M -f-‘(W) is ,~f: But h(M) = Cl(h(M -f-‘(w))) = Cl(p(XR - IV)) = Zn, 
so Zn is nonsingular. Since f has degree one, we know that h is a diffeomorphism. n 
The above proof required the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6. Let Ai, i = 1, . . . , k be germs at 0 of m dimensional analytic submani,folds of 
R” and let B be the germ at 0 of an m dimensional C” submanifold so that B c Uf= 1 Ai. 
Then B = Ai for some i. 
Proof Let Ai and B’ be closed sets representing the germs Ai and B. ‘Let Bi be the 
interior of B’ n Ai in B’. Suppose OE Cl(B,) and OE Cl(B,). Then Ai and Ai have infinite 
order of contact at 0. Hence Ai = Aj by analyticity. So after omitting duplicates, there is 
only one i so that OECI(B,). Hence Bi is a neighborhood of 0 in B’. Consequently, 
B = Ai. n 
We use the’following well-known fact, whose proof is a slight modification of that of 
Theorem 10, Chapter 1, Section 5 of [S]. 
LEMMA 7. Let V c 62” be a complex algebraic set defined over R. Suppose m 2 dim(V) 
and L c c” is an m-dimensional linear subspace defined over R. Then for an open dense set of 
linear retractions cp:C” -+ L defined over R, the restriction of cp to V is ajnite map to cp( V). 
Next we need an estimate on the growth of the fibers of a finite map. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose 8: W -+ V is a finite map where W and V are complex algebraic sets. 
Suppose g: W + C is a polynomial. Then there are c, d E IF! and n E Z so that 
for all ZE W. 
Ig(4 < c + dl@)l” 
Proof By finiteness of 8 there are polynomials hi: V+ @, i = 1, , . . , k so that 
g(zy + hl(e(Z))g(Zyl + . . . + hk(e(Z)) = 0 
for all ZE W. So 
g(z) = - h,(B(z)) - h2(8(z))g(z)_’ - . . . - h/Je(Z))g(Zp. 
If n is the maximal degree of the polynomials hi we may choose a > 0 and b > 0 so 
[hi(v)1 I a + blvl” for all VE V. So if [g(z)1 2 1 then 
Is( s lh,(Q))l + lMW)l Im-’ + . . . + h(w)i kI(z)l’-k I k(a + ble(z)l”). 
So setting c = 1 + ak and d = bk we are done. n 
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THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Before proving Theorem 1, we need relative versions of some results in [l]. We first 
prove a relative version of Theorem 8 of [l]. 
LEMMA 9. Let 8: 62”’ + @” be a polynomial map dejined over R. Let T be a compact subset 
of&‘(R”) and suppose f: T + @ is a continuousfunction so that f(z) = f(z)for all z E T n T. 
Suppose also that 91, isfinite-to-one. Then there is a polynomial h:C” -+ @ dejined over R so 
that h(, approximates f (in the Co topology). What is more, ifQ c @” is a complex algebraic 
set dejined over R and f = 0 in a neighborhood of Q n T then we may conclude that hi, = 0. 
Furthermore, suppose that f Is can be locally Ck approximated by polynomials defined over R! 
which vanish on Q for some S c T invariant under complex conjugation. Then we may also 
conclude that hi, is a Ck approximation to f Is. 
Proof It suffices to find for each x E R” a neighborhood U, of x in @” and a polynomial 
h,:@” + C so that h, restricted to &‘(U,) n T approximates f and h, restricted to 
8- ‘(U,) n S is a Ck approximation off and h, restricted to Q is 0. To see this, note that by 
compactness we may cover B(T) with a finite number of such UXi’s, i = 1, . . . , b. Take a 
partition of unity ll/i: R” + [0, l] with supp(~i) c UXi and approximate the Ii/i’s by real 
polynomials pi. Think of these real polynomials pi as being complex polynomials defined 
over R. Now just let h(z) = C pi(g(z))hXi(z). 
Sopickanyx~[W”.Foreachy~8-‘(x)nQletg,=O.Foreachy~8-‘(x)nS-Q,let 
gY be a polynomial defined over R which is Ck close to f on some neighborhood VY of y and 
which vanishes on Q. For z E S n V,,, f(z) = f (Z) which is Ck close to g,(Z) = g,(z). Thus we 
may as well assume gY = ga. For y E 0 - l(x) n (T - S) - Q, pick a polynomial 1, defined 
over R so A,(Q) = 0 but 2,(y) # 0. Let g,(z) = f (y)l,(z)/A,(y). For each YE g-‘(x) n T use 
Lemma 7 of Cl] to pick a polynomial q,, defined over R so that qv approximates 1 near y and 
jj and so that q,, approximates 0 near e-‘(x) n (T - y - jj). We now just let h, = 1 gYqy 
where the sum is taken over a set A of y’s so that A u A = g-‘(x) n (Tu T) and 
AnA=AnR”. n 
We now prove a relative version of Lemma 6 of [l]. 
LEMMA 10. Let N be any compact smooth n-dimensional mani$old, let M be any (possibly 
empty) codimension one submani$old of N with trivial normal bundle and let f: N + V be any 
smooth immersion to a nonsingular algebraic set V so that the bordism class of the map f is 
algebraic, f(M) is an almost nonsingular real algebraic set Q and f IM is a degree one 
immersion. Then there are a real algebraic set W, a nonsingular algebraic set P c W, a 
Nonsing 
Fig. 2. Making the immersion f algebraic. 
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diffeomorphism h: N + Nonsing( W) and a polynomial p: W + V so that: 
(1) ph: N + V approximates f: 
(2) If pc We + Vc is the complexijcation of p, then pa: is ajinite regular map to its image. 
(3) h(M) = P. 
(4) P(P) = Q. 
Proo$ After perturbing f, we may as well assume that f is degree one. Let cp: T + Qa: be 
the normalization of Qc. By Lemma 5 we may assume that T c @* for some b, TR is 
nonsingular, (T& = T and there is a diffeomorphism K: M + TR so that (PK = f IM. 
ASSERTION 10.1. After perhaps increasing b, we may find a nonsingular real algebraic set 
S c R*, a diffeomorphism g: N + S and a polynomial r: S -+ V so that rg approximates f, 
T, c S, g(M) = T, and r(x) = q(x) for all XE TR. 
Proof After perhaps increasing b a bit we may imbed N in R* in such a way that the 
imbedding restricts to K on M. By Theorem 2.8.4 of [3] we then obtain our assertion. 1 
Let Y = Cl,(r(S)) and let Yc c Vc be its complexification. Let 8:Z + Y, be the 
normalization of Y,. By Lemma 5 we may assume Z c Ck, Z and 8 are defined over IF&! and if 
W = ZR then Z = We. Let S’ = Nonsing( By Lemma 5(d), there is a rational function 
i:S’ + Z defined over [w so that f3J = rcls,. As in the proof of Lemma 6 of [l] we have n(S) 
= Nonsing( IV), and in fact A restricts to a diffeomorphism from S to Nonsing( W). 
Let B = Clc(l(Tn S’)) and P = BR. 
ASSERTION 10.2. P = A( TR). 
Proof First, L(TR) c B by definition and I c Rk since ;1 is defined over R. So 
I c P. Now take any XE P. Because I(Tn S’) is constructable, we know that B 
= Cl( I( T n S’)), the closure in the usual topology. Hence there is a sequence yi E T so that 
Fig. 3. 
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J*(yi) + X. SO Cp(yi) = 83,(y,) -+ e(x). Hence ME q(T) = Qc and by properness of cp we 
know that after taking a subsequence, we may assume yi + y for some ye T. But q(y) 
= ~(x)EQ and q-‘(Q) = TR by Lemma SC so YET R. Hence A(y) = x so we have shown 
that P = E.(TR). I 
NOW let h = 1g and p = 8 Iw. Then WC = Z and pc = 0 so PC is finite. Also 
ph = 811s = rg which approximates f: We have h(M) = Ag(M) = 2(TR) = P by Asser- 
tion 10-2. Finally, p(P) = dll( T,) = r(TR) = cp(TR) = Q. n 
To prove Theorem 1, we have need of the following property %‘,, of a nonsingular real 
algebraic set V. It is similar to the conclusion of Lemma 10, but asks a little more-namely 
finiteness after composing with projection Vc x C + Vc. We presume every nonsingular 
real algebraic set satisfies %‘” but do not quite see the proof. In any case, Proposition 11 
below shows that affine space R” satisfies V, for all n. 
We say that a nonsingular real algebraic set V has property ‘B, if the following holds: Let 
X be any compact smooth n + l-dimensional manifold. let N = 8X and let M be any 
(possibly empty) codimension one submanifold of N with trivial normal bundle and let 
f:X --) Vx R be any smooth map so that flN is an immersion, f(M) c Vx 0, f(M) is an 
almost nonsingular real algebraic set, and flM is a degree one immersion. Let rr: Vx R --) V 
be projection. Then V has property %n if whenever the above holds, there are a real algebraic 
set W, a nonsingular algebraic set P c W, a diffeomorphism h: N -+ Nonsing( W) and a 
polynomial p: W + V (see Fig. 4) so that: 
(1) ph: N + V approximates rcf 
(2) If PC: WC + VC is the complexification of p, then pc is a finite regular map to its 
image. 
(3) h(M) = P. 
(4) p(P) is an almost nonsingular real algebraic subset of I’. 
PROPOSITION 11. Afine space R”’ has property ‘3, for all n. 
Pro06 Let N, M and f be as in the definition of V?,,. By Lemma 10 there are a real 
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and a polynomial p’: W + R” x R so that: 
(1) p’h: N + R” x R approximatesf: 
(2) If pb: WC + C” x C is the complexification of p’, then ph is a finite regular map to its 
image. 
(3) h(M) = P. 
(4) P’(P) =f(M). 
By Lemma 7 there is a small real vector u E KY’ so that if IC: Cm x @ + Cm is the map 
K(X, t) = x + tu then K restricted to pk( WC) is a finite map to its image. Letting p = rep’ we 
are done. n 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. In light of Proposition 11 it suffices to prove the 
following more general result. 
THEOREM 12. Let f: N + V x [0, CC ) be a proper smooth immersion from a compact 
smooth manifold N of dimension n. (In particular, f -'( Vx 0) = aN.) Suppose V is a 
nonsingular real algebraic set satisfying condition %?,,. Suppose that aN = M u M’, that f (M’) 
is an almost nonsingular real algebraic set and f jMM' is degree one. Then f IM is E-regularly 
homotopic to an immersion onto an almost nonsingular real algebraic subset of V. 
Proof Let N’ be the double of N which we may think of as the boundary of 
N x [ - 1, 11. (Actually N’ will go a little inside N x [ - 1, l] near aN x { - 1, l} to round 
off the corners.) Let rO: Vx R--+ V and n,:Vx R + IR be projections. We may define a 
map g’: N x [ - 1, l] + Vx [w by g’(x, t) = (rc,f(x), t + tnl f (x)). By condition V,,, there 
are a real algebraic set W, a nonsingular algebraic set P c W, a diffeomorphism h: N’ + 
Nonsing( W) and a polynomial p: W + V so that: 
(1) ph: N’ + V approximates qg’. 
(2) If 0: WC + Vc is the complexification of p, then 8 is a finite regular map to its image. 
(3) h(M’ x 0) = P. 
(4) If Q = p(P) then Q is an almost nonsingular real algebraic subset of v. 
R 
Fig. 5. 
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Let w’ = Nonsing( I+‘) and Z = WC. Suppose V c Rk. Pick e so that [p(x)1 < e for all 
XE IV’. Let K c Rk be the closed ball about 0 with radius 2e. Let T = 8-‘(K). Then T is a 
compact subset of Z by properness of 8. 
Let 0’: IV’ + [w be a close polynomial approximation to rrrg’h-‘. Since n,g’h-‘(z) = 0 
for all z E P we may specify that P c o-‘(O). We know that for some neighborhood U of W’ 
in Z, 
Un w= w’, 
0(U) c the ball in ck about 0 with radius e, 
(0, ac)lu is a complex analytic immersion to Vc x @, 
(0, ac)(U - IV’) has no real points. 
Let b the maximum of lac(z)l for ZE T. Pick some smooth cc T -+ [0, l] so that c( is 0 on a 
neighborhood U’ of IV’ in T n U, as is 1 on T - U and LX(Z) = 5 for all z E T. Define r: T + @ 
by z(z) = a(z)(2b + 2) + crc(z). By Lemma 9 there is a polynomial q:Z + @ defined over R 
so that P c 9 - 1 (0) and so that q 1 T approximates r and this app,.oximation is C’ on U’. By 
Lemma 8, we may find c > 0, d > 0 and I so that [q(z)1 I c + dl t?(z)l’ for all z E Z. Pick 
some large integer B > log,(d(2e)’ + 2~). Define p:@’ + 6: by /I(z,, . . , zk) = If=1 z:. 
Pick a proper polynomial q: IX” + R so that Q = q - ’ (0). After multiplying by a constant we 
may as well assume q(x) > 1 if 1x1 > 2e. Let a be the maximum of (q(x)1 for 1x1 I 2e. Let 
V]‘(Z) = q(z) + (p(e(z))/(2e2))“qc(e(z)) and define $:Z -, Vc x d= by rj(z) = (e(z), r]‘(z)). 
ASSERTION 12.1. I+-‘(Vx R) c IV’ u(Z - U). 
ProoJ Suppose $(z)E Vx R but ZE U - W’. Then [e(z)1 < e so e(z)EK so ZE T. Also 
q’(z) - r](z) = (Ie(z)lz/(2e2))Bq(e(z)) < ~2~~ which is very small if we pick B large enough. 
Moreover, for any partial derivative D, 
imw - mwi = iw *B-*(2f?)-BpDpe(z)qe(z) + ie(#we(z))i 
< aB2-Be-2pj?e(z)l + 2-Bloq(e(z))t 
which is small on U. So q’ is C’ close to q on U. Thus $I”, is an immersion s-regularly 
homotopic to (0, ac)lu,. But (0, ac)( U’ - w) has no real points. Hence tj( U’ - W) has no 
real points. So z E U n T - U’. Thus, q’(z) - q(z) - z(z) = 4z)(2b + 2) + at(z) which is 
not real (since a(z) is real and (e, ac)(U - IV’) has no real points), so $(z) is not real. 1 
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ASSERTION 12.2. rl/ -‘(V x 0) = P u S where S is a submanifold of W’ e-isotopic to 
h(M x 0). 
Proof Suppose +(z)E Vx 0. Note that by Assertion 12.1, ZE W’ u (Z - U). If we had 
[e(z)\ > 2e then we would have 
Is’(z)1 2 I~~(z)l(2e2)IB14e(z)l - Id4 
2 (10(z)12/(2e2))B - c - dlO(z)l’ 
= le(z)l’((le(z)l/2e)2B-r(2e)-r2B - d) - c 
2 (2e)‘((2e)-‘2B - d) - c 
= 2’ - d(2e)’ - c 2 c > 0. 
This is a contradiction. 
So B(z)E K and hence ZE T. If z$ IV’ then ZE T - U by Assertion 12.1 so 
0 = q’(z) = q(z) + (le(z)l2/(2e*))” 
2 1(z) = S(rl(z)) 
_ %(7(z)) = 2b + 2 + %(ac(z)) 2 b + 2 
which is a contradiction. (s(z) denotes the real part of z.) 
So ZE W’. But on IV, IJ is C’ close to (e, a) which is C’ close to g’h-‘. Now 
(g’h-‘)-‘(VxO) = h((g’l,.)-‘(VxO)) = h(MxOuM’xO)= Puh(Mx0). 
Furthermore, g’lN, is transverse to V x 0. So $ - ‘( V x 0) is a manifold &-isotopic to 
P u h(A4 x 0). However, for z E P, q’(z) = 0 so P c $ -I ( V x 0). Thus this &-isotopy of 
Puh(MxO)to$-‘(VxO)canfixP.WeletS=$-’(VxO)-PP. I 
ASSERTION 12.3. $-‘ll/(w) = w’. 
Proof: Suppose not. Then there is a WE IV’ and ZEZ - IV so that $(z) = 1+5(w). By 
Assertion 12.1 we know that zeZ - U. But e(z) = e(w) = p(w)~K so ZET. But then 
b + 2 < 12b + 2 + q(z)1 N Iv’(z)1 = If(w)I - lo(w)I I b. 
This is a contradiction, so + -I e(w) c IV’ for all w E W. I 
Since II/ is transverse to V x 0, we know P u S = II/ - ’ ( V x 0) is nonsingular by Lemma 1.4 
of [2]. Hence S is a real algebraic set by Lemma 1.6 of [2] or [7]. Let Y = Cl,(e(S)). 
ASSERTION 12.4. Y = 0(S). 
Proof: We know Y = f3(Sc) n V by finiteness of 8. if Y # e(S) there is a x E SC - S so 
that 0(x)E V. But q’ vanishes on S, hence it vanishes on SC. So $(x)E V x 0 which 
contradicts Assertion 12.2. n 
Now by Assertion 12.3 and Lemma 10 of [l] all points of Y are almost nonsingular. By 
Assertion 12.2 there is a small isotopy h,: W’ + W’ so that h,(h(M x0)) = S. Now fjM is 
close to the map f’(x) = ph, h(x, 0) so f and f’ are &-regularly homotopic. But f’(M) 
= ph, h(M x 0) = p(S) = e(S) = Y. n 
We wish to thank the referee for a number of suggestions. 
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